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ABSTRACT
A FORTRAN IV routine is given which may be used to generate random
observations of a continuous real valued random variable. Jo use
the procedure it is necessary to have as input only a table
x ,F(x )); i = 0,1,2, ... k,k + 1 ) where x < x < ...<x
(D (0 (0) (1) (k+1)
and F(x )~ 0 , F(x ) ~1.
(D (k)
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A necessary part of any simulation study is the sampling of values
of X , a random variable with cumulative distribution function F(X) .
F may be specified either by a mathematical formula or empirically by
a table of (X,F(X)) values. We consider here the special case where
X is a real valued continuous random variable. Regardless of the
specific form of F(X) , the probability distribution of the random
variable Y = F(X) is the uniform distribution U[0,l] on the unit
interval.
There are a great many satisfactory pseudorandom number generators
to obtain values from U[0,l] , e.g. [2J
'
: yn+l =31^ 15926 yn.+ 27182818 (mod 235).
The problem of sampling from F(X) may be looked at, then, as equivalent
to finding an inversion formula
(1.2) X = F~V) .
When it is not convenient to express F (Y) as a mathematical formula
we may use an empirically obtained table [x , F(x,..,) ;
x(1) < x(2) < -.. < x(k), F(x:(1)) ~ 0 , F(X(k)) ~ 1} plus a good
interpolation routine F (Y) to take random values from U[0,l] and
obtain their approximate inverses as random samples from "nearly F(X)" .
A. random number generator is advocated which uses an interpolation
based on the highly stable piecewise cubic interpolation formula of
Akima [1] . The user reads in a table {x,.., F(x...) ;
x._. < x v < ... < x/i\ < xcv+^-' ' "^e routine then computes and stores
the coefficients of X = F (Y) . Calls on the random number generator
will first obtain a pseudorandom number y from U[0,l] . If
y < F(x . . ) , the random number given is x.1N , if y > F(x.. . , the
random number given is x. . . If F(x,1.) < y < F(x. .) , the random(K) (L) (,K;
number given is F (y) . A listing of the random number generator is
given in Appendix I .
Naturally, the quality of the random number generator proposed is
determined by the ability of F to approximate a variety of cumulative
distribution functions. In Appendix II , we show how the interpolation
errors of F (Y) compare with those of linear interpolation in the
case of the standard normal, Cauchy and double exponential distributions
_ 1
with location 0 and scale 1 . Exact values of F (Y) are given for
_ i
Y = .50(.02).98(.005).995 . Interpolated values of F_ and linear
interpolation are obtained at points between the mesh values and the
relative errors computed and compared.
\
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A P P E N D I X I
_BELEASE_JL._1_. MA .IN DAT. E_=_.Z2327 l.Q./l_9/A6_
C INTERPOLATION OF THE INVERSE NORML DISTRIBUTION .
COMMON N , P 1 ( 5 0 ) , P 2 ( 5 0 ) , P 3 ( 5 0 ) , P 4 { 5 0 ) , X ( 5 0 )
C N JS THE NUMBER OF INTERPOLATING KNOTS* N SHOULD BE_LEiSS_ OR EQ TO 50
N = 50 -
____CALL JL^I T_
C M IS THE NUMBER OF RANDOM NUMBERS TO BE GENERATED M SMALLER THAN 20
M = 20
CALL RNG{M)
C A L L E X I T .
Gl JLE_L E AS E !_. 1 LNJ-I . D A TJE_=__7 2 327 1.0/. 1.9 / 416
SU8ROUT tNE INIT .
C ******************C THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES THE PARAMETERS OF THE CUBICS THAT I
C INTERPOLATE THE DATA KNOTS
_C_ __ARR_AYS_P I 1LP2 .P3.P4 CONTAIN THE PARAMETERS
COMMON N,P1(50),P2(50),P3(50),P4(50),X(5O)
100 FORMAT (2F12.6)
200 FORMAT (. 2X , 1 OF 1 2 . 6 )
C ******* READ DATA *************************
READ 100, ({X( I 3 ,P4( I) ) ,1=1 ,N)










20 . P3 (_!)_ = _J_W3*S2 +_ W.l*S3J_/J_W_l_-»-_W3_j_
GO TO 4O
30^ P3 (:_!_)_ = _. 5, *_{ S 2±_S3J_
40 SI = S2
S2 = S3
10 .S3 = S4
___ O^_&0^±=_3_*J±2
A='X(H-1)-X(I)
P3(I + 1) - 2.0*(P4-< I-+1 ) -...P4JJ } > /A? x..( A*A
P2( I ) = (3oO*(P4( I'-f 1 )-P4( I ) ) /A - 2.0*P3(I> - P3(I-H))/A
_6QT_. __ CO_NT_1_ISMJE_ ___ __
RETURN
END •
LI -RE_L.EAS_E_..J._1 . RNG DA T_E__=.__72327 l_0/.1.9_/46_
SUBROUTINE RNG(M>
COMMON N.P1 (50) ,P2(50) ,P3(50) ,P4<50) , X(50)
REAL*8 9N(20) . I 34,I 35
100 FORMAT ( I6 .9F12.6)
_C * *_*_*.?L*_R.AN DO M NJJ M B EjR_GE NERATQR
134 =57721566
135 = 2»0**35
DO 10 I = 1 , M
134 = ( 31415926
134 = (DMOD( 134, 13
PRINT 100 , I ,RN< I )
IF (RN(I).LE.X(3))
10 IF (RN( I ) .GE.X( N-2
1C = 1
N3 = N-3
DO 20 I = 3,N3
OO 30 J=l t M
IF (RN( J )-X( I ) ) 40
50 IF ( RN ( J ) - X ( I-H )
60 YRN = Pl(I)*V*V*V
C YRN IS THE GENERATED
PRINT 100, IC,RN( J)
1C = 1C •*• 1
*I34 * 27182820 )
5) )
RN( I ) = X(3)
)) RN( I )= X(N-2)
,50,50
) 60,60,40
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